Learning gives Creativity, Creativity leads to thinking, Thinking provides knowledge, Knowledge makes us Great….Quiz competitions are always interesting and informative, which provide excitement among the students. To encourage the students an online PG level quiz competition was conducted using Google quiz platform on 17,18,19/07/2020 by the Department of Mathematics, Sri Meenakshi Government Arts College for Women, Madurai.

Logical thinking is a critical component of scientific research. Hence Part 1 of CSIR NET/JRF tests the aptitude of candidates for logical reasoning. The E quiz was devised so as to give PG students and research scholars of scientific disciplines an exposure to question paper pattern of CSIR NET exam first part.

268 participants from various institutions all over India took part in this quiz. PG students and research scholars form Tamil Nadu and other states like AP, Bihar, Telungana, Maharsstra, Kerela, West Bengal, Hariyana, and UP enthusiastically participated. Among the 268 participants half of them had secured 60% and got their e-generated participation certificates.
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**SRI MEENAKSHI GOVERNMENT ARTS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN(A)**
**MADURAI – 625 002.**
**Re-Accredited with ‘A’ Grade by NAAC (3rd Cycle)**
**DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS**

Organizes

**E-Quiz on ‘Logical Reasoning for CSIR NET Examination’**

**Date : 17.07.2020 to 19.07.2020**

All PG Students, Research Scholars and Faculty members preparing for CSIR NET examination can attend the Quiz. E-Certificates will be issued to those participants who secure above 60%.

*No Registration Fee*

**Quiz link :** [http://forms.gle/3nEVVIfA2FMr](http://forms.gle/3nEVVIfA2FMr)

**Organizing Team**
Dr. G. Velammal
Mrs. D. Arumugakani
Mrs. K. Parameswari and
All faculty members, Department of Mathematics
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*With Warm Regards,*

**Dr. S. Vanathi**
**Principal**